






BLIND MELON: A JOURNEY TO THE CENTRE OF THE MIND
By Beppe Riva

Translated by Eleonora De Sabbata

1. THE GRUNGE ISSUE
First of all, let’s make the point about the meaning of “grunge”, 
punk-or-metal-psych (that is, more or less, the meaning that the 
Seattle godfathers spread around) which emerged amongst the 
crossovers’ and stylistic contaminations’ maze which swarmed 
everywhere in the early 90s’.

Not all ‘grunge’ can be defined by the same stylistic rules, there 
are different “schools of thought” about something that could 
be named more correctly modern guitar rock…  On one hand, 
we can find a certain ‘cacophonous grunge’, an extremist current 
(as an example Gobblehoof or Voodoo Gearshift) which, pulling 
the sound towards the thresholds of pain, is considered by  a lot 
of reviewers nowadays the real new swarmings’ source; on the 
other hand, the critics would like to place the so called ‘melodic 
grunge’ of Pearl Jam (landed in the ’92 Top Ten of those who 
didn’t notice “Ten” the previous year) or Blind Melon, in my 
opinion authors of one of the most adventursome albums of 
the last twelve months. The melodic element is seen as a kind 
of ‘original sin’ from a large part of trend commentators, and 
suspiciously observed because it would represent (in their 
opinion) an easy way to the charts. I personally think that, even 
in rock renewing operations, melodic cannot be disregarded: it 
all depends on the use (musicians will do with it). The eternal 
style of commercial rock, always in search for the hit single, 
made up of a winning chorus, which is supported by a proper 
lyric, and occasionally littered with solos or bridge. You can 
expand in endless melodic spaces, instead of following the 
‘success rules’, rather focusing on the fresh regeneration of blues, 
R&R, psychedelic pigments, and being conscient heirs of this 
timeless tradition which is so far away from the current “noisy 
thrust”. And Blind Melon is exactly the band that proves we’re 
telling the truth. 

2. MELONIZED
Brad Smith, bassist and founding member of the band, is 
explicit about the musical composition’s theme: ”We don’t 
arrange those kinds of songs, based on a main hookline, where 
everything refers to it, without trying to go beyond.” 
Drummer Glen Graham enters more deeply into Blind Melon’s 
creative process: “Our arrangements are quite different: it’s 
not the usual repetitive sequence verse/chorus. However, if 
we decide for this formula, we always try to add something 
challenging to every song’s element. Every one of us tries to play 
it differently. When a part is repeated, it’s not necessary to play 
it in the same way every time that it recurs into the song. It’s ok 
admitting that a song is built up from the beginning to the end, 
but the parts are not ‘obliged’ to follow each other always, and 
exactly, in the same way.” 

We could illustrate this procedure as a tenacious taste for 
the ‘instrumental excursion’, so obvious, especially in live 

performances by Pearl Jam , but one of the guitarists , 
Christopher Thorn , let us know how spontaneous this feeling 
is within Blind Melon , resulting in a freshness of expression, 
which repeated listenings don’t affect at all ... “ I still discover a 
few sounds in our album, which I hadn’t noticed before, which 
seem to have never been heard! This is due to the fact that we all 
constantly strive to create, to express ourselves as individuals , 
but in a common framework, playing with the rest of the band. 
Since we are five of us doing so , the group does not pursue one 
direction , it becomes a concentrate of various influences , and 
this is what identifies Blind Melon . “

Just listen to a very intricate track as “ Dear Ol ‘ Dad” to 
realize the progressive attitude of the Los Angeles quintet. . 
This is not a band dominated by a controlling personality , or 
consisting of stars and gregarious personalities . The particularly 
democratic nature that animates Blind Melon doesn’t flatten 
the individual components’ ambitions. It’s the chosen style , 
which rooted in the art of improvising , digging the taste of the 
jam session , that offers to the musicians the opportunity to 
create a separate microcosm while playing together. Expressive 
freedom within songs of malleable forms , of changing colors 
! The five are therefore more credible than many others when 
they argue that if even one of them would leave for any reason, 
it wouldn’t be the same thing, lacking unity of purpose that 
created a Melonized style.. The musicians have called it like 
this with legitimate pride , because everyone of them feels to 
be an integral part of the creative evolution , as opposed to the 
concept of a band ‘even’ formed by easily replaceable pawns 
, just because they exert a predetermined role , returning in 
the usual patterns .This is all easily deduced by the way Blind 
Melon exhibits their adventurous instinct in live performances, 
feeling free to turn on instrumental jams only dictated by the 
inspiration of the moment, without any forcing . It’s an attitude 
that assures the presence of the surprise-element during the 
performance, subverting the imposed rules, according to which 
a lineup of songs with standard lease periods and breaks/solos 
is programmed without much imagination . The traveling circus 
of ‘encoded’ 80s’ rock shows wasn’t for Blind Melon , who prefer 
to inspire their creative imagination to a well determined rock 
era ... Guitarist Rogers Stevens says: “Our main influences date 
back to the period between the late ‘60s and early ‘70s, when 
there was the advent of hard rock we listened to as teenagers. 
We liked it especially for the guitar sound, so ‘ physical ‘.” 

3.MIND-TRIPPING THINGS 
The other solo guitarist, Christopher Thorn, admits to have 
been shocked listening to “ Led Zeppelin III “ , by its acoustic 
side in particular , which I believe has profoundly inspired 
Blind Melon’s soft mood ... Thorn quotes “ Gallows Pole “ as an 
emblematic song , and I suggest you to discover a short ‘stolen’ 
guitar’s arabesque sound hidden in the lush textures of  “Soak 



The Sin”, the wonderful album opener . The singer Shannon 
Hoon further broadens the group’s scrutinized horizons: “Pink 
Floyd has been for me the first, important contact, with rock 
reality . I love a kind of music that has the power to move 
hidden emotions and feelings , which explores the most secret 
recesses of the mind. Something which lets the mind trip in a 
sort of abstract universe , just as in the case of Syd Barrett .” 

Shannon’s illuminating devotion to Syd Barrett is not 
predictable even in the current era, deeply marked by 
reminiscences and often obsolete retro rock influences. It is also 
significant because it recomposes an overview about ‘Melonized 
Style’ : an amalgam of simultaneously physical and spiritual 
music , which suggests a deep sense of intimacy as well as the 
pleasure in brushing hard rock’s strong colors free from sectoral 
influences . This is what emerges from the homonymous 
album , which shows a characteristic savoir faire in  combining 
folk melodies (eg “ Change” ) with strongly electric riffs , and 
creating very differentiated ambiances , even within the same 
track . Exemplary episodes as like/such as “ Deserted “ or the 
sublime “ I Wonder “ (with a wonderful, Shannon-instigated 
chorus, unfortunately, not quite repeated) show off a thick 
interlacement of rhythms and melodies which is peculiar to the 
band , and is harmonized in a natural modulation , which flows 
without scraping. And then, to crown it all, there is this superb 
vocation of the Lafayette native singer, Mr. Hoon, in directing 
vocal ‘mystical taste’ styles, shining throughout the lyricism 
of “No Rain” and “Holy Man.” This represents  the genuine 
sublimation of Blind Melon’s spiritual side, which can be traced 
back to fundamental learning patterns in The Beatles’ “White 
Album” (judged by Thorn as an impressive source of ideas ) 
and Crosby, Stills, Nash and Young (their influence is evident in 
Soak The Sin and Seed To A Tree).
Summarizing , Blind Melon seems to reincarnate the more-
than-twenty-years-ago pioneers’ spirit , and, as stated by 
Graham , the final target pursues a process similar to the 
“original” one : “I would like anyone who listens to our record, 
to try a sort of catharsis. I do love the feeling of being totally 
absorbed into the music, and purified from it.” And maybe, 
the lyrics from “Soak The Sin”, the album opener, tell about the 
cathartic process invoked by Graham, using an allegory: “I’m 
gonna run from my home/Jump in the river and let the/ Water 
soak the sin in my soul.”  

“Lyrics are often elusive , and can have various interpretations 
- Shannon admits - everyone can put them in relation with the 
music according to his/her own imagination ... “ Blind Melon 
prefers to offer the public a number of opportunities in order 
to get involved in their creative imagination: the listener can 
observe everything through a psychedelic kaleidoscope of 
abounding/changing  sonorities, and the reading key is into the 
mind , which is pushed to exercise its hidden visionary potential 
ability . The advice is still the same, ‘Barrett-inspired’: let your 

mind free to roam!

4. BACK IN THE MISSISSIPPI…
And now, a little bit of history ... Why at the end? You would 
say. You can consider it a tribute to the group’s eccentricity. 
And, at this point, you have decided if you are interested to 
know more, because we have already talked about the music .. 
None of the five members can claim a significant past : guitarist 
Rogers Stevens and bassist Brad Smith leave their hometown, 
West Point (Mississippi) at the beginning of 1989, with the idea 
of seeking for fame in Los Angeles, the epicenter of the ‘before-
Seattle’ rock dreams . In March of 1990, they meet Shannon 
Hoon, the Lafayette (Indiana) native vocalist. He’s a fellow 
citizen of Axl and Izzy, who are already united in the celebrated 
Guns ‘n’ Roses, and this probably represents an opening for 
fame. Indeed, in 1991,  Shannon makes his appearance in the 
single video “Don’t Cry”, and more generically, he collaborates 
as back ground vocalist in “Use Your Illusion I and II”. 
Meanwhile, Blind Melon added a second guitarist, Cristopher 
Thorn, from Dover,Pennsylvania. The drummer search was 
more complicated, because the the results of the numerous 
auditions weren’t satisfactory. At the end, the two founding 
members engage an old Mississippi friend, Glen Graham, 
who completed the band line up. GnR’s management, Capitol 
Records, was interested in Blind Melon, and would have them 
signed. The quintet’s producer was the now famous Rick 
Parashar, known for Pearl Jam and Temple Of The Dog exploits. 
So the genesis of the beautiful, self-titled, first album began. If 
you have been seduced by the spiritual intensity of the Temple 
of Seattle, let’s bow in front of these new ascetics: today, Blind 
Melon leads the rising Rock’s purification.


